TOUR PRICE INCLUDES:

Meals: Three meals per day throughout, except in London and Paris, where only breakfast and dinner (or lunch) will be provided.

Accommodations: Approved first-class hotels, with bath. Taxes and tips included.

Transportation: First-class transportation throughout Europe by private motorcoach and steamer. Transfers provided whenever necessary between hotels and airports, to and from theater in London, and gondola transportation in Venice. The charter airliner will fly direct from New York to London, and return from Paris to New York.

Sightseeing: Professional English-speaking escorts will accompany the group from arrival in London to departure in Paris. Tour will cover main points of interest, including entrance fees to main buildings and historical monuments.

Free-time for Personal Sightseeing: Although the itinerary is packed with many interesting sights and events, there will be free-time in London, Lucerne, Rome, Nice, and Paris for personal sightseeing, recreation, and shopping.

*TRANSPORTATION OPTION: First priority must be given to persons interested in the complete tour ($765). However, there may be a limited number of seats available on the airliner for persons interested in transportation only, for $265. Those applying for transportation only will be placed on a waiting list and notified of their status at least 70 days prior to departure.